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Syntactic Structures is a major work in linguistics by American linguist Noam Chomsky. It was first published in It
introduced the idea of transformational generative grammar.

Presentation by Robert F. Barsky on Noam Chomsky: His younger brother, David Eli Chomsky, was born five
years later. From the age of 12 or 13, he identified more fully with anarchist politics. Harris introduced
Chomsky to the field of theoretical linguistics and convinced him to major in the subject. Quine was based
there. Both Quine and a visiting philosopher, J. Austin of the University of Oxford , would strongly influence
Chomsky. In , Chomsky entered into a romantic relationship with Carol Doris Schatz , whom he had known
since they were toddlers, and they married in Although rejecting its Marxist basis, Chomsky was heavily
influenced by council communism, voraciously reading articles in Living Marxism written by Antonie
Pannekoek. There Chomsky spent half his time on a mechanical translation project, and the other half teaching
a course on linguistics and philosophy. It was just perfect for someone of my idiosyncratic interests and work.
In he was awarded academic tenure , being made a full professor in the Department of Modern Languages and
Linguistics. A Chapter in the History of Rationalist Thought Other subsequent difficulties with the theories
led to various debates between Chomsky and his critics that came to be known as the " Linguistics Wars ",
although they revolved largely around debating philosophical issues rather than linguistics proper. And, in
fact, to take apart the system of illusions and deception which functions to prevent understanding of
contemporary reality [is] not a task that requires extraordinary skill or understanding. Chomsky on the
Vietnam War [85] Chomsky first involved himself in active political protest against U. Refusing to pay half
his taxes, he publicly supported students who refused the draft , and was arrested for being part of an anti-war
teach-in outside the Pentagon. And I personally was right in the middle of it. I was in a military lab As a result
of his anti-war activism, Chomsky was ultimately arrested on multiple occasions, and U. President Richard
Nixon included him on the master version of his "Enemies List".
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Chomsky is credited with the creation of the theory of generative grammar, considered to be one of the most significant
contributions to the field of linguistics made in the 20th century. H Avram Noam Chomsky is an American linguist,
philosopher, political activist, author, and lecturer.

His father, William Chomsky, was a noted Hebrew scholar. Chomsky came to the University of Pennsylvania
to study, and there he met Zellig S. Harris through their common political interests. University of Chicago
Press, This led to a number of highly influential papers and books, which together have defined modern
linguistics. After Chomsky spent â€” as a junior fellow of the Society of Fellows at Harvard University, he
joined the faculty at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, under the sponsorship of Morris Halle.
Chomsky was promoted to full professor in the Department of Foreign Languages and Linguistics in and
appointed the Ferrari P. In both the University of Chicago and the University of London awarded him
honorary degrees, and since then he has been the recipient of scores of honors and awards. In he was awarded
the Kyoto Prize in Basic Sciences, created in along with prizes in two other categories to recognize work in
areas not included among the Nobel Prizes. He has continually revised and updated his technical analyses,
from phrase structure grammars to, in the s, the standard theory to in the s, the extended standard theory and
X-bar theory to the principles and parameters theory and its variant, the minimalist program. Over the years
the technical details have changed, sometimes dramatically, but many of the core assumptions, as laid out in
his foundational work, have remained essentially the same. His work has been both applauded and criticized
but remains central to investigations of language. Foundational Work As Zellig S. Harris had one sentence
transform into another, and Chomsky soon discovered data that could not be captured using such a method, as
discussed in Chomsky and Chomsky Instead, Chomsky had to appeal to abstract structures, and this is what
he did in two of his most famous, and groundbreaking, works: Chomsky was written while Chomsky was a
junior fellow of the Society of Fellows at Harvard University and completed in It was published only in , with
a comprehensive introduction that outlines the development of the manuscript. Whereas both of these texts are
concerned with formal details, Chomsky , a review of B. This review quickly gained fame for demonstrating
the fundamental problems of behaviorism. Chomsky outlines a theory of language embedded in the human
mind see also Chomsky In this chapter, he attempts to define a distinct, scientific project for linguistics:
Chomsky , Chomsky , and Chomsky are quite accessible and still relevant to contemporary debates.
Morphophonemics of modern Hebrew. In this thesis, Chomsky discusses certain morphophonemic
alternations in modern Hebrew. He is particularly concerned with the simplicity of this grammar and how to
design other such grammars. This doctoral dissertation was based on one chapter from Chomsky This book
also contains the important discoveries and insights regarding the English auxiliary system that were used to
motivate abstract structures. Available online for purchase or by subscription. A transformational approach to
syntax. Edited by Archibald A. Current issues in linguistic theory. Aspects of the theory of syntax. The first
chapter pp. The theory described here is known as the standard theory. The logical structure of linguistic
theory. Lays out the formal basis for a complete theory of linguistic structure. The concepts and technical
notions level of representation and syntactic transformation, among many others that became central to
linguistic theorizing were introduced in this text. Users without a subscription are not able to see the full
content on this page. Please subscribe or login. How to Subscribe Oxford Bibliographies Online is available
by subscription and perpetual access to institutions. For more information or to contact an Oxford Sales
Representative click here.
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Aspects of the Theory of Syntax - Noam Chomsky () Andrew Radford Transformational Grammar a First Course
Cambridge Textbooks in Linguistics Cognitive Factors in Social Learning.

His unconventional ideas regarding syntax and grammar put him in the national spotlight. In the early s, he
made a gradual shift from grammar research to political activism and continued to teach publish several books
on linguistics. He writes and lectures to date, and his influential linguistics book Aspects of the Theory of
Syntax was rereleased in to celebrate its 50 years of continued relevance. William Chomsky, was a Hebrew
grammarian, and his mother, Elsie Chomsky, was a teacher. The influence that Dr. Chomsky, a linguist, had
on his son is fairly obvious. Even at a young age, his son used to read ancient and modern Hebrew texts.
According to Barsky, this school emphasized creativity over performance. Each child was encouraged to
perform according to his or her abilities, rather than compete against other students. At the age of ten, he wrote
an editorial for the school paper, detailing the fall of Barcelona during the Spanish Civil War, which was
taking place at this time. Chomsky began attending Central High School, also in Philadelphia, at the age of
twelve. In the following years, his relatives exposed him to many left-leaning political philosophies, such as
Leninism, Stalinism, socialism, Marxism, and anarcho-syndicalism. He also began to frequent the office of an
anarchist newspaper, which promised to have a profound effect on his political philosophy. Many of his
political views were formed at this time. Chomsky enrolled at the University of Pennsylvania at the age of
sixteen. He met several influential professors, such as C. West Churchman and Giorgio Levi Della Vida;
however, the teacher who had the greatest influence on him was Zellig Harris, a professor of linguistics. At
this time, the linguistics department consisted of a handful of graduate students and a few undergraduates, like
Chomsky. Grades were not the main focus of such meetings. Rather, the students gathered to discuss politics,
language, and other intellectual topics. The same year, in , Chomsky married fellow student Carol Schatz,
whom he had known since childhood. He continued an unorthodox education with Dr. In , he was named a
Junior Fellow at Harvard. During his research for Harvard, he developed an early draft of the theories he later
presented in Syntactic Structures In , Chomsky completed his doctoral thesis. Chomsky expresses amazement
at his own efforts. Chomsky was assigned to work on a rote translation project as an assistant professor;
however, he was soon hired as a full-time faculty member. At first, he taught language classes for graduate
students trying to pass PhD reading exams. However, he was also given free reign over an undergraduate
course on language. For the first time, he was able to teach his ideas on grammar to students. This, in turn,
helped him clarify parts of his work. His lecture notes for this class, with some editing, were published in
under the title Syntactic Structure. He was hired by the University of Pennsylvania to teach, and he was also
appointed visiting professor at Columbia University. MIT also promoted him to the position of associate
professor, and Princeton appointed him as a National Science Foundation fellow. Meanwhile, spurred on by
two important lectures, his linguistic work began to receive attention. He also criticized parts of noted
psychologist B. This sparked a decidedly negative response from many psychologists and proved to be only
the first of many times that Chomsky was at the center of a controversy. During this period, Chomsky took
part in founding a graduate program in linguistics at MIT. He was given the position of professor of foreign
language and linguistics. He began to teach several undergraduate humanities classes about social and political
issues. Student protests came into vogue around this time, and Chomsky was popular with these dissatisfied
students. This article, and the ones following it, once again brought Chomsky into the public eye, this time as
a political dissident. He chose to scale back his academic research and focused on bringing attention to what
he deemed social injustices. The culprit of most of these perceived social injustices and, therefore, the target of
criticism, happened to be the US government. Chomsky quickly became an unpopular figure in Washington,
DC. As Chomsky began gearing up for a confrontation, Chomsky and his wife decided that she should finish
her degree, so that, in the event that Noam was arrested, someone would be able to provide for their family.
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Meanwhile, Chomsky, having many long-standing friends who were radical liberals, quickly became involved
in some of the more aggressive attempts at change. He was involved with a large-scale march to Washington,
where the protesters delivered the draft cards of students who refused to serve. After this, they marched on to
the Pentagon. However, at the Pentagon, the protesters were barred entrance, and instead milled around, trying
to protest through other methods. Chomsky and other organizers were arrested. Chomsky expected to spend
some time in prison. During the s, Chomsky continued his work in linguistics. This also marked a transition
from direct involvement in political protests to academic involvement. As a professor, the number of students
Noam Chomsky has interacted with is impressive. One estimate puts the number at over 67 PhDs alone. At the
time of this writing, he continues to teach, lecture, and write on topics ranging from how kids acquire
language to criticism of the Tia Maria Peru mining project. His influential linguistics book Aspects of the
Theory of Syntax was rereleased in to celebrate its 50 years of continued relevance. Logical Structure of
Linguistic Theory. Aspects of the Theory of Syntax. Sound Pattern of English. Harper and Row, At war with
Asia. Problems of Knowledge and Freedom: For Reasons of State. Studies on Semantics in Generative
Grammar. Berlin and New York, Columbia University Press, On Capitalism, Empire, and Social Change. It
is the responsibility of intellectuals to speak the truth and to expose lies. The New Press, Interviews with
David Barsamian. The MIT Press, The Noam Chomsky Website. Grammarian and social activist Noam
Chomsky was born in Philadelphia and attended the University of Pennsylvania.
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Chomsky argued that the characteristic factâ€¦ Life and basic ideas Born into a middle-class Jewish family,
Chomsky attended an experimental elementary school in which he was encouraged to develop his own
interests and talents through self-directed learning. When he was 10 years old, he wrote an editorial for his
school newspaper lamenting the fall of Barcelona in the Spanish Civil War and the rise of fascism in Europe.
When he was 13 years old, Chomsky began taking trips by himself to New York City , where he found books
for his voracious reading habit and made contact with a thriving working-class Jewish intellectual community.
Discussion enriched and confirmed the beliefs that would underlie his political views throughout his life: In ,
at the age of 16, Chomsky entered the University of Pennsylvania but found little to interest him. After two
years he considered leaving the university to pursue his political interests, perhaps by living on a kibbutz. He
changed his mind, however, after meeting the linguist Zellig S. Their reactions, with some variations, were
shared by a large majority of linguists, philosophers, and psychologists. Chomsky received a Ph. Impressed
with his book Syntactic Structures , a revised version of a series of lectures he gave to MIT undergraduates,
the university asked Chomsky and his colleague Morris Halle to establish a new graduate program in
linguistics, which soon attracted several outstanding scholars, including Robert Lees, Jerry Fodor, Jerold Katz,
and Paul Postal. Skinner , the dean of American behaviourism , came to be regarded as the definitive
refutation of behaviourist accounts of language learning. He retired as professor emeritus in With language,
they bring to bear thousands of rich and articulate concepts when they play, invent, and speak to and
understand each other. They seem to know much more than they have been taughtâ€”or even could be taught.
Such knowledge, therefore, must be innate in some sense. To say it is innate, however, is not to say that the
child is conscious of it or even that it exists, fully formed, at birth. It has frequently been observed that
children acquire both concepts and language with amazing facility and speed, despite the paucity or even
absence of meaningful evidence and instruction in their early years. Although ingenious, this approach was
cumbersome in comparison with later theories, in part because it was not clear exactly what procedures would
have to be involved in the construction and evaluation of grammars. Parameters , also native though not
necessarily specific to language, perhaps figuring elsewhere too , are options that allow for variation in
linguistic structure. One proposed principle, for example, is that phrase structure must consist of a head, such
as a noun or a verb, and a complement, which can be a phrase of any form. The order of head and
complement, however, is not fixed: They are usually set early in developmentâ€”apparently within a few
daysâ€”and they must be set before the child becomes too old if he is to be able to pronounce the language
without an accent. This time limit on phonological parameter setting would explain why second-language
learners rarely, if ever, sound like native speakers. In contrast, young children exposed to any number of
additional languages before the time limit is reached have no trouble producing the relevant sounds. In
contrast to the syntactic and phonological features of language, the basic features out of which lexically
expressed concepts and larger units of linguistic meaning are constructed do not appear to be parameterized:
This is indicated, as noted above, by the extraordinary rate at which children acquire lexical concepts about
one per waking hour between the ages of two and eight and the rich knowledge that each concept and its
verbal, nominal , adverbial, and other variants provide. No training or conscious intervention plays a role;
lexical acquisition seems to be as automatic as parameter setting. Of course, people differ in the words
contained in their vocabularies and in the particular sounds they happen to associate with different concepts.
Early in the 20th century, the Swiss linguist Ferdinand de Saussure noted that there is nothing natural or
necessary about the specific sounds with which a concept may be associated in a given language. A developed
theory of UG and of relevant nonlinguistic systems would in principle account for all possible linguistic
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sounds and all possible lexical concepts and linguistic meanings, for it would contain all possible phonological
and semantic features and all the rules and constraints for combining phonological and semantic features into
words and for combining words into a potentially infinite number of phrases and sentences. Of course, such a
complete theory may never be fully achieved, but in this respect linguistics is no worse off than physics ,
chemistry , or any other science. They too are incomplete. It is important to notice that the semantic features
that constitute lexical concepts, and the rules and constraints governing their combination, seem to be virtually
designed for use by human beingsâ€”i. The rationalist, in contrast, argues that humans could not even
conceive of these interests and problems unless the necessary conceptual machinery were available
beforehand. The overall architecture of the language faculty also helps to explain how conceptual and
linguistic creativity is possible. In order for a theory of language to be productive in this sense, at least some of
its principles or rules must be recursive. A rule or series of rules is recursive if it is such that it can be applied
to its own output an indefinite number of times, yielding a total output that is potentially infinite. A simple
example of a recursive rule is the successor function in mathematics, which takes a number as input and yields
that number plus 1 as output. If one were to start at 0 and apply the successor function indefinitely, the result
would be the infinite set of natural numbers. In grammars of natural languages, recursion appears in various
forms, including in rules that allow for concatenation, relativization, and complementization, among other
operations. The standard theory of Syntactic Structures and especially of Aspects of the Theory of Syntax
employed a phrase-structure grammarâ€”a grammar in which the syntactic elements of a language are defined
by means of rewrite rules that specify their smaller constituents e. Throughout the development of these
approaches to the science of language, there were continual improvements in simplicity and formal elegance
in the theories on offer; the early phrase-structure components, transformational components, and deep and
surface structures were all eliminated, replaced by much simpler systems. Indeed, an MP grammar for a
specific language could in principle consist entirely of Merge internal and external together with some
parametric settings. MP aims to achieve both of the major original goals that Chomsky set for a theory of
language in Aspects of the Theory of Syntax: But they also speak to other desiderata of a natural science:
Philosophy of mind and human nature Human conceptual and linguistic creativity involves several mental
faculties and entails the existence of some kind of mental organization. It depends on perceptual-articulatory
systems and conceptual-intentional systems, of course, but on many others too, such as vision. Each module
operates automatically, independently of individual control, on the basis of a distinct, domain-specific set of
rules that take determinate inputs from some modules and yield determinate outputs for others. The language
module seems to play a role in coordinating the products of other modules. The generativeâ€”specifically,
recursiveâ€”properties of language enable humans to combine arbritary concepts together in indefinitely many
ways, thereby making the range of human thought virtually unlimited. When concepts are paired with sounds
in lexical items words , humans can say virtually anything and cooperate and make plans with each other. The
fact that the language faculty yields this kind of flexibility suggests that the emergence of language in human
evolutionary history coincided with the appearance of other cognitive capacities based on recursion, including
quantification. These are the systems with which the computational system interacts at its interfaces.
Regarding evolution, the authors point out that, although there are homologues and analogs in other species
for the perceptual-articulatory and conceptual-intentional systems, there are none for the computational
system, or FLN. As suggested earlier, UG, or the language faculty narrowly understood FLN , may consist
entirely of Merge and perhaps some parameters specific to language. This raises the question of what the
biological basis of FLN must be. What distinctive fact of human biology, or the human genome , makes FLN
unique to humans? A third factor is general conditions on growth resulting from restrictions on possible
physical structures and restrictions on data analysis, including those that might figure in computational
systems such as language. The lattice is a requirement imposed by physics, since this structure is the most
stable and efficient of the relevant sort. Analogous points can be made about the growth, structure, and
operation of the human brain. If the parameters of UG are not specified by the language-specific parts of the
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human genome but are instead the result of third factors, the only language-specific information that the
genome would need to carry is an instruction set for producing a single principle, Merge which takes external
and internal forms. And if this is the case, then the appearance of language could have been brought about by a
single genetic mutation in a single individual, so long as that mutation were transmissible to progeny.
Obviously, the relevant genes would provide great advantages to any human who possessed them. A
saltational account such as this has some evidence behind it: Plausibly, the introduction of the computational
system of language led to this remarkable cognitive awakening. A close connection would have to be based on
a fully developed science of human nature, through which fundamental human needs could be identified or
deduced. But there is nothing like such a science. Even if there were, the connection would additionally
depend on the assumption that the best form of political organization is one that maximizes the satisfaction of
human needs. And then there would remain the question of what practical measures should be implemented to
satisfy those needs. Clearly, questions such as this cannot be settled by scientific means. Although Chomsky
was always interested in politics, he did not become publicly involved in it until , when he felt compelled to
lend his voice to protests against the U. He has argued that the Vietnam War was only one in a series of cases
in which the United States used its military power to gain or consolidate economic control over increasingly
larger areas of the developing world. In the same vein, he regards the domestic political scene of the United
States and other major capitalist countries as theatres in which major corporations and their elite managers
strive to protect and enhance their economic privileges and political power. Regrettably, Chomsky argues, this
task has proved remarkably easy. As a responsible rather than mercenary member of the intellectual class,
Chomsky believes that it is his obligation to provide ordinary citizens with the information they needed to
draw their own conclusions and to make their own decisions about vital political and economic issues. As he
wrote in Powers and Prospects , The responsibility of the writer as a moral agent is to try to bring the truth
about matters of human significance to an audience that can do something about them. The Political Economy
of the Mass Media , Chomsky and the economist Edward Herman analyzed the reporting of journalists in the
mainstream i. Their work provided striking evidence of selection, skewing of data, filtering of information,
and outright invention in support of assumptions that helped to justify the controlling influence of corporations
in U. The studies in these and other works made use of paired examples to show how very similar events can
be reported in very different ways, depending upon whether and how state and corporate interests may be
affected. The events in the two cases took place in approximately the same part of the world and at
approximately the same time the mid- to late s. As a proportion of population, the number of East Timorese
tortured and murdered by the Indonesian military was approximately the same as the number of Cambodians
tortured and murdered by the Khmer Rouge. And yet the mainsteam media in the United States devoted much
more attention to the second case more than 1, column inches in the New York Times than to the first about 70
column inches. Moreover, reporting on the actions of the Khmer Rouge contained many clear cases of
exaggeration and fabrication, whereas reporting on the actions of Indonesia portrayed them as essentially
benign. Indonesia, on the other hand, was just such a state, heavily supported by U. As he wrote in Necessary
Illusions The media serve the interests of state and corporate power, which are closely interlinked, framing
their reporting and analysis in a manner supportive of established privilege and limiting debate and discussion
accordingly. The behaviour of journalists in the mainstream media is exactly what one would expect, on
average, given the power structure of the institutions in which they are employed, and it is predictable in the
same sense and for the same reasons that the behaviour of the president of General Motors is predictable. In
order to succeedâ€”in order to be hired and promotedâ€”media personnel must avoid questioning the interests
of the corporations they work for or the interests of the elite minority who run those corporations. Because
journalists naturally do not wish to think of themselves as mercenaries no one does , they engage in what
amounts to a form of self-deception. In short, very few of them are willing or even able to live up to their
responsibility as intellectuals to bring the truth about matters of human significance to an audience that can do
something about them.
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When he was twelve, he studied Hebrew grammar under his father. Harris was an established linguist. He did
research in the way laid out by American linguist Leonard Bloomfield. He soon decided to major in the
subject. Quine [note 20] and Rudolf Carnap. It used symbols and rules that did not refer to meaning. Such a
grammar would generate the phonetic or sound forms of sentences. These are rules that refer back to
themselves. He also found that there were many different ways of presenting the grammar. He tried to develop
a method to measure how simple a grammar is. During his fellowship, Chomsky organized all his ideas into a
huge manuscript. It was around 1, typewritten pages long. He worked there as a linguist in the mechanical
translation project. The university granted him a Ph. In fact, it was just the ninth chapter of LSLT. Even so, he
struggled at first to publish his theory and views on language. He also saw a paper promptly rejected by the
academic linguistics journal WORD. His reviews and articles at the time were mostly published in
non-linguistic journals. They had gained academic reputation by publishing works on Slavic Studies since
Soon they started a new series called Janua Linguarum or the "Gate of Languages. It was called Fundamentals
of Language, published in In , Chomsky and Halle collaborated to write an article on phonology, published in
a festschrift for Jakobson. Cornelis van Schooneveld was the editor of the Janua Linguarum series at Mouton.
He was a Dutch linguist and a direct student of Jakobson. Consequently, he visited Chomsky at MIT in Van
Schoonefeld took an interest in them. He offered to publish an elaborate version of them at Mouton, to which
Chomsky agreed. After revising an earlier manuscript, Chomsky sent a final version in the first week of
August in to van Schooneveld. These gave more incentives to Mouton to publish the book. Shortly thereafter
the book created a putative " revolution " in the discipline. It was reprinted 13 times until Contents[ edit ]
Goals of syntactic investigation[ edit ] In Syntactic Structures, Chomsky tries to construct a "formalized theory
of linguistic structure". He places emphasis on "rigorous formulations" and "precisely constructed models". He
then talks about the goals of syntactic study. He defines grammar as a device which produces all the sentences
of the language under study. Secondly, a linguist must find the abstract concepts beneath grammars to develop
a general method. This method would help select the best possible device or grammar for any language given
its corpus. Finally, a linguistic theory must give a satisfactory description of all the levels of language analysis.
Examples of these levels include sounds , words and sentence structures. Grammaticality and Colorless green
ideas sleep furiously A tree diagram of the sentence "Colorless green ideas sleep furiously" The second
chapter is titled "The Independence of Grammar". In it, Chomsky states that a language is "a set A linguist
should separate the "grammatical sequences" or sentences of a language from the "ungrammatical sequences".
It is also "recall[ed] much more quickly" and "learn[ed] much more easily". First, a grammatical sentence need
not be included in a corpus. Secondly, it need not be meaningful. Finally, it does not have to be statistically
probable. Chomsky shows all three points using a nonsensical sentence " Colorless green ideas sleep furiously.
But it is not included in any known corpus at the time and is neither meaningful nor statistically probable.
Chomsky concludes that "grammar is autonomous and independent of meaning. Transformational grammar In
the third chapter titled "An Elementary Linguistic Theory", Chomsky tries to determine what sort of device or
model gives an adequate account of a given set of "grammatical" sentences. He then considers finite state
grammar , a communication theoretic model [note 36] which treats language as a Markov process. As a
solution, he introduces transformational generative grammar TGG , "a more powerful model These yield a
string of morphemes. A transformational rule "operates on a given string Obligatory transformations applied
on the "terminal strings" of the grammar produce the "kernel of the language". To produce passive, negative,
interrogative or complex sentences, one or more optional transformation rules must be applied in a particular
order to the kernel sentences. At the final stage of the grammar, morphophonemic rules convert a string of
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words into a string of phonemes. Harris used the term "transformation" to describe equivalence relations
between sentences of a language. When he says a finite set of rules "generate" i. He compares a finite corpus
of utterances of a particular language to " observations ". He likens grammatical rules to " laws " which are
stated in terms of "hypothetical constructs" such as phonemes , phrases , etc. To choose the best possible
grammar for a given corpus of a given language, Chomsky shows his preference for the "evaluation
procedure" which uses the aforementioned criteria. He rejects the "discovery procedure" [note 39] employed
in structural linguistics and supposed to automatically and mechanically produce the correct grammar of a
language from a corpus [note 40]. He also dismisses the "decision procedure" supposed to automatically
choose the best grammar for a language from a set of competing grammars. He treats at length the formation
of English negative passive sentences, yes-no and wh- interrogative sentences, etc. He claims in the end that
transformational analysis can describe "a wide variety of It also has to account for other structural phenomena
at different levels of linguistic representation. At a certain linguistic level, there can be two items which can be
understood having different meanings but they are structurally indistinguishable within that level. The relevant
ambiguity can be resolved by establishing a higher level of linguistic analysis. At this higher level, the two
items can be clearly shown having two different structural interpretations. In this way, constructional
homonymities at the phonemic level can be resolved by establishing the level of morphology, and so forth.
One of the motivation of establishing a distinct, higher level of linguistic analysis is, then, to explain the
structural ambiguity due to the constructional homonymities at a lower level. On the other hand, each
linguistic level also captures some structural similarities within the level that are not explained in lower levels.
Chomsky uses this argument as well to motivate the establishment of distinct levels of linguistic analysis. He
further claims that any phrase structure grammar which cannot explain these ambiguities as successfully as
transformational grammar does must be considered "inadequate". He concludes that the correspondence
between meaning and grammatical form is "imperfect", "inexact" and "vague. He shows that in order to build
a theory of phonemic distinction based on meaning would entail "complex", "exhaustive" and "laborious
investigation" of an "immense", "vast corpus ". He finds the book "lucid, convincing, syntactically daring, the
calm voice of reason Chomsky not only makes a logical appeal i. It combined simple phrase structure rules
with a simple transformational rule. This treatment was based entirely on formal simplicity. Keith Brown, "the
elegance and insightfulness of this account was instantly recognized, and this was an important factor in
ensuring the initial success of the transformational way of looking at syntax. He "seems to take all the credit
for them" even though a version of them had already been introduced by Zellig Harris in a previous work. He
writes that Chomsky himself was "cautious" to "display deference" to prevailing linguistic research. His
enthusiastic followers such as Lees were, by contrast, much more "confrontational". American linguists in the
s et s , arguing that the latter does not qualify as linguistic "science". Voegelin wrote that Syntactic Structures
posed a fundamental challenge to the established way of doing linguistic research. He stated that it had the
potential to accomplish "a Copernican revolution " within linguistics. American linguist Paul Postal
commented in that most of the "syntactic conceptions prevalent in the United States" were "versions of the
theory of phrase structure grammars in the sense of Chomsky". Firstly, it showed that a formal yet nonempiricist theory of language was possible. Chomsky demonstrated this possibility in a practical sense by
formally treating a fragment of English grammar. Secondly, it put syntax at the center of the theory of
language. Syntax was recognized as the focal point of language production, in which a finite set of rules can
produce an infinite number of sentences. One of the "lasting contributions" of Syntactic Structures is that it
shifted the linguistic research methodology to abstract, rationalist theory-making based on contacts with data,
which is the "common scientific practice". Shortly after its publication, in , Chomsky wrote a critical review
[81] of B. Chomsky opposed this behaviorist model. He argued that humans produce language using separate
syntactic and semantic components inside the mind. He presented the generative grammar as a coherent
abstract description of this underlying psycholinguistic reality. It changed the course of the discipline in the
following years.
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Noam Chomsky was born in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania on December 7, Son of a Russian emigrant who was a Hebrew
scholar, Chomsky was exposed at a young age to the study of language and principles of grammar.

The linguistic theory of Chomsky has changed the long, traditional way of studying language. The nature of
knowledge, which is closely tied to human knowledge in general, makes it a logical step for Chomsky to
generalize his theory to the study of the relation between language and the world-in particular, the study of
truth and reference. But his theory has been controversial and his proposal of "innate ideas" has been resisted
by some empiricists who characterize him as rationalist. In our view, these empiricists make a mistake. In
turn, this will help to clarify some of the confusions around his theory. Finally we will discuss some of the
debatable issues based on the outlines we draw. The output simply cannot be accounted for by the learning
mechanism only, such as induction and analogy on the input. The output and input differ both in quantity and
quality. A subject knows linguistic facts without instruction or even direct evidence. These empirical facts,
"knowledge without ground", 2 are expressed: For a subject to know a natural language is for him to have a
certain I-language. He makes an important hypothesis that universal grammar UG. UG is a characterization of
these innate principle of language faculty, I-language. It is a system of conditions on grammars, constraints on
the form and interpretation of grammar at all levels, from the deep structures of syntax, through the
transformational component, to the rules that interpret syntactic structures semantically and phonetically. The
study of linguistic universals, which is classified as formal or substantive, is the study of the properties of UG
for a natural language. Language-acquisition device uses primary linguistic data as the empirical basis for
language learning to meet explanatory adequacy that is defined in UG, and to select one of the potential
grammars, which is permitted by UG. Chomsky then makes another two explicit hypothesis, "pure" speech
community and a common grammar. The hypothesis 2 implies that the study of one language, such as English,
may provide crucial evidence concerning the structure of some other language. He says, his innate principle
includes syntax, phonology, and morphology, and semantics. The second generalization, seems to us, is too
hasty. The advances in neural science and mathematics have produced new theory on complex systems. For a
vast complicated system as human brain, which is tremendously flexible and which processes abstract
concepts at many different levels, the theory of parameter determination over-simplifies the problem we are
facing. But his proposal of "innate ideas" has been resisted by some empiricists, and he is characterized as
rationalist. In our view, those empiricists make a mistake. Chomsky attempts to develop a theory of linguistics
as a discipline of natural sciences or physical sciences, which are empirically based. The theory of mind aims
to determine the properties of the initial state So and each attainable state SL of the language faculty, and the
brain sciences seek to discover the mechanisms of the brain that are the physical realizations of these states.
What he means by physical realization is the physically encoded mental state on the brain. Chomsky rejects
the fictional and abstract objects and, especially, rejects the suggestion that knowledge of language should be
taken to be an abstract "Platonic" entity. In the next section, we will discuss some of the debates on this
subjects and other related issues. The other reason is the tradition of the rationalist philosophy of language,
philosophical grammar. Philosophical grammar is "typically concerned with data not for itself but as evidence
for deeper, hidden organizing principles, Some of his opponents Quine, Wells confuse what Chomsky is
claiming and what he is doing. How does Chomsky start from some subtle difference in linguistics and then
moves on to innate ideas? Behaviorism treats a complex system as a black box, a functional mechanism. If
two black box function exact the same, behaviorism and functionalism regards them exact the same. He says,
"English speakers obey, in this sense, any and all of the extensionally equivalent systems of grammar that
demarcate the right totality of well-formed English sentences. The second difference is reflected by the
relationship between I-language and E-language. This dynamic process puts more constraints on the
characteristics of the languages. I-languages may reach the same steady state SL and realize the steady state
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languages that have "extensionally equivalent systems of grammar"; while these I-languages may specify
different dynamic processes that reach SL. These processes differentiate I-languages one another and some of
them can be proved to be wrong theories regarding the language acquisition process. Therefore, extensionally
equivalent systems of grammar in the traditional grammar sense is not necessarily equivalent in terms of
I-language. Nagel questioned whether the initial contribution of the organism to language-learning is properly
described as knowledge. Chomsky introduces "cognize" in trying to resolve the issue, which we think it might
be superficial. In computer science, a computation can be either realized through software, which is written in
computer language, or through hardware, which is built by the logic circuits composed of physical parts. Both
functions exactly the same. If we can do an extrapolation or analogy, ideas might be realized through abstract
symbol systems or through neural-network. The two mode of structures may have effects on the
recognizability. This is a speculation. The final settlement relies on new development of brain sciences. UG as
a hypothesis raises questions about to what extend the hypothesis correctly captures the structure of brain. So
far as LA is universal, we live perforce in the same world if the structure of our world reflects the structure of
language. Obviously, something produced by means of a different LA would not be recognizably a language,
nor would the world correlative with this, if there is this correlatively, be recognizably the world. A wholly
different language or a wholly different world would be unintelligible, but is the very idea unintelligible? In
this aspect, Herbert Spencer Principle of Psychology might be right that innate ideas, such as adopt form of
thought, like the perception of space and time, or the notions of quantity and cause, which Kant supposed
innate, are merely instinctive ways of thinking; and as instincts are habits acquired by the race but native to the
individual, so these categories are mental habits slowly acquired in the course of evolution, and now part of
our intellectual heritage. Acknowledgments The authors are grateful to Professor Philip L. Peterson, Syracuse
University, for his many comments and remarks. Notes 1 Chomsky, , pp.
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In his master's thesis, The Morphophonemics of Modern Hebrew, and especially in The Logical Structure of Linguistic
Theory (LSLT), written while he was a junior fellow at Harvard () and published in part in , Chomsky adopted aspects of
Harris's approach to the study of language and of Goodman's views on formal systems.
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